
step by step beads

WHAT YOU NEED

• 5mm Effrete/Moretti glass rods, 
1 of each:

White (MP-204)

Transparent Medium Amethyst 
(MT-042)

Transparent Dark Teal (MT-027)

Transparent Dark Cobalt Blue 
(MT-056)

• Mandrels coated in bead release

• Tweezers

• Graphite or brass marver

• Diamond reamer

• Vise-grip pliers

• Lampworking torch

• Lampworking safety 
glasses

• Annealing kiln

V Bead
These unique lampworked beads 
add flair to any necklace.
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A Using the blue rod, create 2 small spacer beads on your
mandrel. Leave about 10mm or so between the spacers, these
will be the base for the V bead. Tip: You can use a visual aid, like
the edge of a graphite marver, to gauge the space between
the spacers.

Note: After completing each step, you should flash the entire
bead through the flame to maintain an even heat level. This
will prevent the bead from cracking.

2 Heat the end of the white rod and add a large dot to each
of the spacer beads in the same spot along the mandrel.
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I’ve been a seed beader for seventeen years but

ever since I started beadmaking, seed beading

has had to compete for my time. Since I love to

do both types of work, I try to come up with a

way I can combine both mediums. This lamp-

worked V bead is based on a technique I learned

from Sage Holland. You can make all the same

size beads or graduated beads, whatever works

well with your necklace design. 

Learn to make the peyote-stitch V Bead Necklace

on page 18 of the September-October issue of

Step by Step Beads.

3 Using a marver, gently flatten the white dots, creating a
platform for the next layer of glass.

4 Add amethyst dots and flatten with a marver.

5 Add white dots and gently flatten each with the marver.
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6 Add teal dots and flatten each with the marver.

7 Add white dots and flatten each with the marver

You may repeat steps to get a larger bead, if you like.

8 Gently begin heating the outside of each leg of the V bead
and slowly begin pushing them toward each other with the mar-
ver until they touch.
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9 Flatten the spot where the legs joined.

J Add 1 large blue dot on top of the center of the 2 white ones
that are now joined together. Flatten with a marver.

K Add one white dot and flatten with the marver.
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L Add 1 amethyst dot.

M Using your tweezers or marver, shape the bead into the
final shape. Caution: Never use the tweezers in the flame
because they will stick to the glass.

N Once the bead is complete, gently warm the entire bead to
even out the temperature, then place it in an annealing kiln set
to 950°F. Hold this temperature for 30 minutes, then lower the
kiln to 840°F for 15 minutes. Turn off the kiln and allow it to cool
naturally to room temperature.

O Make as many V beads and spacers as you need for your
necklace and anneal them in the kiln.

P Once the beads are annealed, remove them from the kiln
and soak them in water. Soaking the beads softens the bead
release and lessens the likelihood that chemicals in the bead
release will become airborne and cause a health hazard.

Q To remove the beads from the mandrel, grasp the mandrel
with vise-grip pliers, then turn the beads with your hand to
loosen and remove them. To clean out the remaining bead release
from inside the beads, use a diamond reamer under water.

Variation
For the green and white necklace use the following colors of glass:
Odd Lot Sparkle Celery or #1126-05 Chartreuse, #0137-76 French
Vanilla, and #1859-76 Rhubarb Pink/Green Shift Tint.

For orange, red, and yellow: #436 Special Dark Red, #422 Orange,
and #404 Light Lemon Yellow.

RESOURCES: Glass: Arrow Springs, arrowsprings.com; Frantz Art Glass,
frantzartglass.com; or LBSupplys, lbsupplys.com. 

DEBBY GWALTNEY has been beading since
1989 and lampworking since 1999. She has stud-
ied with Sage Holland, Beau Anderson, and Kim
Fields. Debby lives in the beautiful Ozark Moun-
tains of Arkansas with her family and is a member
of the International Society of Glass Beadmakers,
Wet Canvas, and the Clarksville Area Art Guild.
Debby teaches beaded jewelry classes as well as
beadmaking, and her work can be seen at bead

shows, arts and crafts shows, galleries, and online at starlight-beads.com.
She can be reached at starlight_designs@hotmail.com.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

